**Havdalah Plate and Decorated Match Box**
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**Supplies:**
- Glass plate – large enough to hold wine glass, sachet and candle
- Box of wood matches – large
- Fabric - you can also use wrapping paper or paper napkins
- Plaid brand Mod Podge glue sealer
- Foam Brushes for applying Mod Podge
- Puffy Glitter paint – Tulip brand or similar
- E6000 glue to adhere stones
- Flat back glass stones – found in floral department
- Scissors
- Optional Embellishments -stickers, decoupage

**Directions for project:**

Precut fabric to size needed for match box - 4 ¾ inches x 7 inches will wrap around the box and leave 1 striker side uncovered. For the plate, measure the plate and add 1 inch.

Apply Mod Podge to match box, do not put glue on one of the sides used to strike the matches. Use scissors to trim the excess fabric from around the edges.

Clean off plate and apply Mod Podge to bottom on the plate.

Position the fabric (right-side towards the Mod Podge) onto the back of the plate. Smooth with your fingers. Leave plate upside down to allow time to start drying.

Use the E6000 glue to adhere the flat back stones to the match box and to the plate

Use glitter paint to decorate around the stones

Please note ** The plates are not waterproof, do not immerse or place in a dishwasher
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